
Curriculum Development Subcommittee Minutes 
September 22, 2011 1 PM  
Cocoa Library 
 
Minutes taken by Laura Earle 
Attendees:  Laura Earle, Jill Simser, Christine McMurtrie, Rosemary Stetson, Sue Campbell, David 
Bradford, Jayne Gorham, Stephanie Burnette, Phil Simpson.  Guests:  Cheryl Ann Batchelor, Barbara 
Kennedy, Bill Klein 
 

1. Introductions and Welcome 
Introduction of Cheryl Ann Batchelor from Academic Technologies 
 

2. Old Business/Action items 
a. Review of last year’s accomplishments 
b. Election of new vice chair –  

i. Jill Simser was nominated by Sue Campbell, seconded by Rosemary Stetson, 
unanimously voted as Vice Chair 

c. Revised curriculum packet and forms 
i. Academic Technologies is now helping with workflow tracking 

ii. Stephanie Burnette suggested having all forms dated, especially the COS to help 
avoid confusion.  Jayne will work on making sure all COS have the term in which 
the revision was made along with the developer/reviser for the course. 

iii. A suggestion was made to have a Faculty In-Service Day early next semester to 
focus on WIDS training in conjunction with Academic Technologies 

d. Biological sciences rewrites – Stephanie Burnette 
i. There are discrepancies between the contact hours in lab and lecture hours 

between the honors and general science courses.  It was suggested that these 
courses should be reviewed and the problematic verbiage be removed from the 
course catalog. 

ii. Jim Yount will fix the course descriptions to remove lecture and lab hours.  The 
lecture and lab hours will remain on the COS files after the competencies. 

3. Discuss curriculum changes  
a. Prep math, English and reading 

i. MATV 0024, 0020, 0028 
ii. ENCV 0025, REAV 0017 – Heather Elko needs to submit a lab fee form for REAV 

0017 
iii. Approved pending receipt of lab fee form 

b. MGF 1107 
i. No signature page was submitted 

ii. Minor corrections suggested. 
iii. Approved pending corrections 

c. FFP 0020, 0010 – Fire Fighting 1 and 2 



i. Multiple corrections suggested on the COS forms 
ii. Recommend review again at next meeting 

iii. Bill Klein will resubmit 
d. GEY 2621  

i. Minor corrections suggested 
ii. This course is currently being reviewed by Diversity Committee 

iii. Recommend review again at next meeting 
e. POS 2112 

i. Minor corrections suggested 
ii. Approved pending corrections 

f. ETAA – course deletion – informational item 
i. Deletion moved by David Bradford, seconded by Sue Campbell, unanimous 

4. Other New Business 
a. Core ability linkages – Sue Campbell 

i. It was pointed out that for some of the vocational education courses, the 
program outcomes are not necessarily compatible with the core abilities.   

ii. Another issue is that some of the college credit certificates and other vocational 
courses are very short and only have one or two courses contained within them.  
Is it fair to have them be held to the school’s standard of assessment of all 5 
core abilities?  In a one course program, that would mean all 5 core abilities 
must be linked to one course.  In our handbook it states that no more than 2 
core abilities should be linked to a course. 

iii. The committee will consider this further and make suggestions at the next AAC 
meeting. 

b. Special Topics and Repeatable courses – Stephanie Burnette and Cher Woolley 
i. Some of the courses say “repeatable” but they have variable credit.   

ii. Courses should either be listed as “variable credit” or “repeatable,” not a 
combination of both. 

c. eCPR problems – Jayne Gorham and Cher Wooley 
i. many courses currently in the system are either lacking WIDS, have too many 

core abilities, or have other issues that will need fixing in order to be consistent 
1. Analysis of all courses in eCPR since 200840 (when performance based 

language began to be used) 
2. It was suggested that there be an amnesty imposed so that a full rewrite 

of the courses to be repaired and updated would not need to be 
performed. 

3. People could download the .crs files from eCPR and fix them. 
4. Jayne will send out the “repairs needed” sheet.  If an item is in column I-

N, it would need a quick fix.  If it is in G or H, it will need a full course 
rewrite 

ii. It was also noted that many courses haven’t been reviewed in over 10 years.  It 
was recommended that there be a review schedule imposed for courses. 



iii. This suggestion will be considered again at the next meeting. 
5. Schedule and location of next meeting  

a. Next meeting October 13th 1 PM Bldg 20, room 233J (Health sciences Conference 
Room) 

b. Meeting adjourned at 4:30 PM 
 

 


